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Description

Field of the invention

�[0001] The present invention relates to a container for
storing a medical device and a liquid, such as a pre-�wet-
ted catheter. Such a container is disclosed in the WO
03092779.

Background

�[0002] Containers for storing medical devices in liquids
are generally known, and together the container, medical
device and liquid forms a package which may be stored
by e.g. pharmacies and handled by users of the medical
device.
�[0003] Such packages may for example be one-�day
disposable contact lenses, where the container generally
is cylindrically shaped having a foil lid and the contact
lens is soaked in a saline solution.
�[0004] Other packages may for example be the Speed-
iCath® produced by Coloplast A/S. The SpeediCath®
package comprises a foil container, consisting of two
sheets of foil welded along the edges thereby forming a
closed pocket wherein a coated catheter may be stored
in a liquid. When used the foil package is open and the
pre-�wetted catheter is ready for use.
�[0005] However when opening containers containing
a medical device and a liquid, such as a liquid for wetting
a coated catheter, the liquid will often spill out either when
opening, removing the medical device or in case the con-
tainers tilts. Especially elongated containers for storing
elongated medical devices, such as catheters, may eas-
ily spill out some of the liquid therefrom if the container
is moved into a horizontal position, especially when the
opening of the container is arranged at one of the ends
of the elongated container.
�[0006] By horizontal position it should be understood
that the longitudinal direction of the container, i.e. the
direction from the bottom to the opening, is horizontally
orientated or almost horizontally orientated. In contrast
thereto it should be understood that the containers ver-
tical position is when the longitudinal direction of the con-
tainer is aligned in a generally vertical direction.

Summary

�[0007] In a first aspect of the invention the package
comprises a container defining a compartment for con-
taining a liquid and at least partly a catheter, said com-
partment extending in a longitudinal direction from a bot-
tom of the container towards an opening of the container,
wherein a first section of the compartment has a cross-
sectional area which is smaller than a cross-�sectional
area of a second section of the compartment, and where
the first section is arranged between the opening and the
second section.
�[0008] As the cross-�sectional area of the first section

is smaller than the cross-�sectional area of the second
section the first section will function as a stop for the liquid
in case the container is placed in a horizontal orientation.
�[0009] Additionally, in one embodiment according to
the invention a sub-�compartment of the compartment
may be provided. The sub-�compartment is defined by a
plane tangential to the smallest circumference of the first
section of the compartment, and parallel to the longitu-
dinal axis of the compartment; and the second section
of the compartment. The sub-�compartment forms a vol-
ume, which is larger than the volume of the liquid con-
tained in the compartment.
�[0010] This advantageously provides a sub-�compart-
ment wherein liquid will not be spilled should the contain-
er tilt or fall over in a horizontal position while being open.
�[0011] It should be understood that the compartment
should be adapted to contain a liquid. Thus, it should not
only be properly sealed to be capable of containing e.g.
a swelling liquid for catheters, but it should also be liquid
tight in such a way that it may enable sustained moist
environment and prevent leaks from the compartment
during storage prior to use.
�[0012] In one embodiment the package according to
the invention may be used to hold an elongate medical
device, such as a coated catheter. Thus a package,
wherein the container has an elongate shape and has a
dimension which is larger in the longitudinal direction
than the diametrical dimension of any cross-�sectional ar-
ea of the container may advantageously be provided. It
should be understood that the cross-�section not neces-
sarily is a circle, but the diametrical dimension also may
be determined for an oval, square or other geometrical
or random cross- �section.
�[0013] In another embodiment of the package accord-
ing to the invention the container is formed with a third
section of the compartment, which has a cross-�sectional
area which is larger than the cross-�sectional area of the
first section, and wherein the third section is arranged
between the opening and the first section. This advanta-
geously improves the first sections function as a liquid
stop when the container is placed on a leveled surface,
which is generally horizontally aligned such as the rim of
a sink.
�[0014] In order to prevent the catheter from acciden-
tally slipping completely into the second section of the
compartment the catheter may comprise a distal end and
a proximal end, where a connector is attached to the
distal end of the catheter, and wherein the outer circum-
ference of at least a part of said connector is larger than
the circumference of at least a part of the first section of
the compartment.
�[0015] Furthermore, the connector may be formed so
that, when placed in the compartment of the container,
it projects beyond the opening of the container. This al-
lows a user to easily grab hold of the catheter and pull it
out of the container.
�[0016] In some types of packages the medical device
may be formed of a flexible material, which may unde-
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sirably bend when the medical device is placed in or
packed or otherwise stored in the container. In order to
prevent such bending, for example kinking of catheters,
the container can be provided with at least one support
member extending in a radial direction from the inner
surface of the container towards a support surface of the
respective support member which is arranged in at least
a part of the second section of the compartment. Further-
more, such an extending support member would also
support the container itself, reducing the risk that it is
unintentionally bend.
�[0017] It should be understood that when the at least
one support member is ’arranged in at least a part of the
second section of the compartment’ that the at least one
support member not necessarily has to extend fully in
the longitudinal direction in order to function as intended.
Thus in some embodiments it may for example extend
halfway from the first section into the second section of
the compartment or a multiple of support members may
be arranged in longitudinal alignment within the second
section.
�[0018] It should furthermore be understood that one or
two support members may be provided in order to provide
some support to the medical device. However, in one
advantageous embodiment at least three support mem-
bers which extend radially from the inner surface of the
container towards respective support surfaces and
where the respective support surfaces and a periphery
distance between each neighboring support surface de-
fines a lumen extending in the longitudinal direction
(where the periphery distance is the shortest distance
between each of the respective pairs of neighboring sup-
port surfaces) may be provided for improved support and
guidance of the medical device. Furthermore, this pro-
vides a lumen wherein the medical device may be sup-
ported on the side while a considerable amount of liquid
still may be stored in the compartment between the sup-
port members.
�[0019] In one type of a package according to the in-
vention the medical device is a telescopic catheter com-
prising a proximal section and a distal section, both sec-
tions forming a part of a conduit and where the two sec-
tions are capable of being arranged in a collapsed con-
figuration and an expanded configuration where the ex-
tent of the conduit in the collapsed configuration is smaller
than the extent of the conduit in the expanded configu-
ration. Thus the telescopic catheter may be placed in the
lumen when it is in its expanded configuration and
pressed into its collapsed configuration where the sup-
port members will prevent that the catheter bends or kinks
out to side but rather guides the catheter in its telescopic
movement towards the collapsed configuration.
�[0020] It is commonly understood that when referring
to proximal and distal orientation of medical devices the
term ’proximal’ is closest to the body or furthest inserted
into the body. Thus the proximal section of a telescopic
catheter is the part of the catheter which is adapted to
be fully inserted into the urethra or other canal of the body

when the catheter is used, while the distal section of the
catheter usually is adapted to at least partly be arranged
outside the canal, or at least be the section closest to the
exit of the canal when the catheter is in use.
�[0021] This provides for a package with an expandable
catheter, which can be easily collapsed after use in a
controlled fashion as it will collapse into its collapsed con-
figuration in the container wherein it conveniently can be
contained until disposal. In this embodiment, it is desir-
able that the force which is required to collapse the cath-
eter is higher than the force required to insert the catheter
into the urethra. I.e. the coupling is sufficiently strong to
maintain the expanded configuration during the bending
of the catheter as it is entered through the curved pas-
sage of the urethra, in particular of male users or the
passage through prostate or the sphincter. After use,
when the catheter is removed from the urethra, the cou-
pling should, on the other hand, allow collapsing of the
catheter by pushing the two sections into one another,
and the movement towards the collapsed configuration
should preferably take place prior to kinking of the cath-
eter.
�[0022] It should thus be understood that in order to
prevent bending or kinking a first longitudinal directed
force required for moving the catheter from the expanded
configuration to the collapsed configuration should be
smaller than a second longitudinal directed force required
for at least one of the proximal section and the distal
section to bend.
�[0023] The push- �in force required to insert the catheter
into the urethra has shown to be approximately 1 - 2N,
varying from person to person. Furthermore, for cathe-
ters for insertion into the male urethra and which are
formed of materials such as PVC and PU, the second
longitudinal directed force is typically around 2N. Thus it
can be understood that since it is undesirable that the
telescopic catheter collapses when inserted into the ure-
thra the telescopic catheter should be dimensioned so
that the first longitudinal directed force is above 2N, pref-
erably considerably above that value, for example above
two times the first longitudinal directed force. However,
since the second longitudinal directed force, i.e. the kink-
ing force, is close to and in some cases maybe even
identical to the push-�in force the catheter would need to
be very precisely dimensioned and accurately pushed
into the container in order for it to be moved from the
expanded configuration to the collapsed configuration
without bending or kinking.
�[0024] Thus, by advantageously providing support
members in the container as described herein which pre-
vents the catheter to bend or kink the second longitudinal
force is in theory infinite and the telescopic catheter may
thus easily be telescopically collapsed into the collapsed
configuration when inserted into the container.
�[0025] In order to prevent that the telescopic catheter
bends out into the openings between the support mem-
bers, the largest of the periphery distances is advanta-
geously smaller than the diameter of the proximal section
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of the telescopic catheter.
�[0026] In one embodiment the support surfaces are
curved when seen in cross- �section. The curve of the sup-
port surface corresponding to the curvature of the cath-
eter. Thus, when the support surface are shaped to follow
the shape of the medical device the medical device is
easier inserted into the container as the support surfaces
easier guides the medical device in the lumen
�[0027] In yet another embodiment of the package ac-
cording to the invention the thickest width of the cross-
sectional area of the second section is at least two times
the thickest width of the cross-�sectional area of the elon-
gated medical device. This allows room in the container
to allow the elongated medical device to be folded.
�[0028] This is especially advantageous when the elon-
gated medical device is a catheter, since such catheter
typically are of a flexible material such as PVC or PU and
thus is capable of folding when inserted into the contain-
er. This allows for catheters which have a longer longi-
tudinal extend than the longitudinal extend of the con-
tainer to be disposed in the container as they will curl into
the container when pressed. Especially a telescopic cath-
eter which is locked in an expanded configuration when
used may be stored until disposal after use in the same
container in which it was stored in its collapsed configu-
ration prior to its use. By locked it shall be understood
that the connection between the proximal section and
the distal section of the telescopic catheter is so rigid in
the expanded configuration that any attempt to telescop-
ically collapse the catheter back to its collapsed config-
uration is practically impossible or in other words the force
required to telescopically collapse the catheter is at least
higher than the second longitudinal directed force where-
by the catheter will kink or bend before it collapses tele-
scopically.
�[0029] Furthermore, as a used catheter is curled into
the container it will be deformed whereby it is rendered
useless and thus it is prevented that the catheter is re-
used as this would be unhygienic and greatly increase
the risk of infections or diseases.
�[0030] Typically catheters used in a package accord-
ing to the invention are provided with a connector on their
distal end, i.e. the end of the catheter which is not inserted
into the urinary or other canal of the human body. Such
a connector may be adapted to be coupled to external
devices for example urinary bags. Furthermore the con-
nector may also serve as a grip, which is held between
the fingers when inserting the catheter. This prevents
that the insertable part of the catheter is touched reducing
the risk of contamination and subsequent infection of the
canal wherein the catheter is inserted.
�[0031] In yet another embodiment of the package ac-
cording to the invention the outer circumference of the
connector is larger than the circumference of the first
section of the compartment. Thus the connector may not
accidentally be inserted all the way into the second sec-
tion when packed as the first section will function as a
stop. Thus the connector is easily accessible and the

catheter may easily be withdrawn from the container.
Even more advantageously the longitudinal extent of the
connector is furthermore larger than the longitudinal ex-
tent of the third section. Thus connector will extend partly
out of the third section and will be even easier to grab
hold of.
�[0032] In a second aspect of the invention, which may
be independent or combined with the first aspect de-
scribed above the package comprises a container defin-
ing a compartment for containing a liquid and at least
partly a medical device, said compartment extends in a
longitudinal direction from a bottom of the container to-
wards an opening of the container, and has an outer cir-
cumference of the container which decreases in at least
a part of the longitudinal direction. Such decrease of the
circumference may for example be obtained by shaping
a part of the container in a conical shape, where the base
of the cone is arranged at the bottom of the container.
This allows the container to be more stable when placed
in the vertical position. Furthermore it also allows the
medical device to be easier pulled out of the container
as the user may pull the medical device with one hand
and use the other hand to grab around the container and
brace against the decreasing circumference of the outer
surface of the container.

Figures

�[0033]

Fig. 1a shows in exploded view a container for use
in a package according to the invention,

Fig. 1b shows above container in an assembled con-
figuration,

Fig. 2 shows in a vertical position, and in section
along line II - II in Fig 1b, a container for use in a
package according to the invention,

Fig. 3a shows in a horizontal position, and in section
along line II- II in Fig 1b, a container for use in a
package according to the invention,

Fig. 3b shows the same as in fig. 3a with indication
of a sub- �compartment according to one embodiment
of the invention,

Fig. 4 shows in a longitudinal sectional view another
embodiment of a container for use in a package ac-
cording to the invention,

Fig. 5 shows the same embodiment in a cross-�sec-
tional view along the line V - V in Fig 4, and

Fig 6 shows the embodiment of a container as shown
in Figs. 1 - 3b wherein a catheter has been arranged.
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Detailed Disclosure

�[0034] Fig. 1a shows in exploded view, and fig. 1b
shows in an assembled view, a container 1 used in a
package according to the invention. The container con-
sists of three injection-�molded parts, a cap 2, a housing
3 and a plug 4. After production the.plug 4 is fixed in the
bottom end 5 of the housing 3, forming the bottom 6 of
the container. Gluing, welding or any other method well
known in the art for attaching components to each other
can be used to fix the plug in the bottom end. Opposite
the bottom end there is an opening 7. Thus, as seen in
figs. 2, 3a and 3b, when the plug is fixed to the container,
the opening, the housing and the plug define a compart-
ment 11.
�[0035] Close to the opening there is provided an outer
thread 8 on the housing 3 formed to receive the inner
thread 9 on the cap 2.
�[0036] Fig. 2 shows the container placed in a vertical
position where the bottom 6 is placed on a level or hori-
zontal surface 12, such as a table or a bathroom sink.
As can be seen, liquid 10, indicated by the hatched area,
is contained in the compartment 11 of the container. Figs.
3a and 3b shows the container placed in a horizontal
position where the axis A - A is approximately parallel to
the level or horizontal surface 12.
�[0037] It should be understood, that in order to contain
the liquid in the compartment the container provides a
liquid tight closure. Thus, both the cap 2 and plug 4 is
capable of engaging with the housing in a sealing man-
ner.
�[0038] In fig. 3a dotted lines i-�i and ii- �ii are shown to
approximately indicate first section I, placed between i- �i
and ii-�ii; second section II, placed between ii-�ii and the
bottom 6 of the container; and third section III, placed
between the opening 7 of the container and i-�i.
�[0039] As can be seen in Fig. 2 the second section II
has an outer circumference, which increases towards the
bottom 6. This creates a larger base for the container
whereby it is more stable when placed in a vertical posi-
tion on a leveled surface. Furthermore as the liquid seeks
towards the bottom the stability of the container is further
improved.
�[0040] The cross- �sectional area of the compartment in
the first section I is smaller than the cross-�sectional area
of the compartment in the second section II. Furthermore,
as the cross-�sectional area of the container in the third
section III is larger than the cross-�sectional area of the
container in the first section I, the first section I is raised
in level and is thus more effective as a barrier against
the liquid in the second section II. Thus, should the con-
tainer accidentally tilt or otherwise be placed in its hori-
zontal position as shown in Fig. 3a it is advantageously
avoided that the liquid flows from the second section II,
past the first section I and into the third section III. Thus,
in case the cap is not in place when the container is in
the horizontal position it is prevented that liquid spills out
through the opening 7.

�[0041] As can be seen from fig. 3b the plane L and the
circumference of the compartment between the inner
shoulder 14 and the bottom of the compartment 15 define
a sub- �compartment 13. The plane L is a tangent plane
to the circumference of the inner shoulder 14 and parallel
to the longitudinal axis A -A of the compartment;.
�[0042] By providing, in the container, a volume of liquid
10 which is smaller than the volume of the sub-�compart-
ment, the liquid, as can be seen in figs. 3a and 3b will
not spill over and out through the opening 7 in case the
cap 2 is removed.
�[0043] The container illustrated in Figs. 1 - 3b is elon-
gated and adapted for storing a catheter (not shown).
Such a catheter is typically coated, and when stored to-
gether with a liquid it will be pre-�wetted having hydrophilic
properties and be ready for use as soon as the container
is opened.
�[0044] Figs. 4 and 5 show a modified container 100,
which is modified to prevent bending and kinking of es-
pecially a telescopic catheter when this is reinserted into
the container after it has been used. In fig. 4 the modified
container is shown in a sectional view along its longitu-
dinal direction and in fig. 5 the modified container is
shown in a cross sectional view along line V - V in fig. 4
without the longitudinal section.
�[0045] The modified container 100 has a housing 101
with a closed off end 102 and an outlet section 103. The
outlet section has an outer thread 104 for coupling with
a corresponding inner thread on a cap (not shown, but
similar to cap illustrated in fig. 1 - 3b) and the outlet section
has an opening 105 through which a catheter may be
pulled out of or inserted into the compartment 106 defined
by the housing, the closed off end and the outlet section.
�[0046] In the compartment there is provided a first, sec-
ond, third and fourth support members 107a, 107b, 107c
and 107d extending both in a longitudinal direction be-
tween the outlet section and the closed off end within the
compartment and extending radially from the inner wall
108 of the compartment towards respective support sur-
faces 109a, 109b, 109c and 109d. As can be seen the
supports member do not extend so far that they contact
each other, this allows for first, second, third and fourth
passages 110a, 110b, 110c and 110d to allow commu-
nication between a lumen 111, defined by the support
surfaces and the passages, and first, second, third and
fourth grooves 112a, 112b, 112c and 112d.
�[0047] Thus when a catheter, as indicated by the bro-
ken circle 115 in fig. 5, is inserted into the lumen the
support surfaces will prevent the catheter from bending
out to the sides in case a longitudinal force is applied
which exceeds the bend or kink force of the catheter as
described previously. Furthermore, in order to avoid that
the catheter moves, bends or kinks into any of the
grooves 112a, 112b, 112c and 112d the width of the pas-
sages, i.e. the shortest distance between each of the
respective neighboring support surfaces, is smaller than
the diameter of the catheter. In particular the width of the
passages should be smaller than the diameter of the
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proximal section, i.e. the part of a telescopic catheter
adapted to be inserted fully into the urethra, which is the
section normally having higher flexibility than the distal
section and thereby will bend or kink at the action of a
lower longitudinal force.
�[0048] By providing the grooves as illustrated the con-
tainer is still capable of preventing the liquid from spilling
out of the compartment in case the container is placed
in its horizontal orientation. It can be understood, that the
grooves are very much similar to the sub-�compartment
13 as described with reference to fig. 3b above. Thus,
by providing a liquid in the compartment 106 which has
a volume less than the volume of the individual grooves,
the risk of spilling liquid when the container is placed in
its horizontal orientation is further minimized.
�[0049] Furthermore in order to prevent that the liquid
flows on the support surfaces and out of the container
first, second, third and fourth recesses (fourth recess not
shown in the figures) 113a, 113b and 113c are provided
between the support members and the first section
formed as narrowing rim 114.
�[0050] A package 200 according to the invention is
shown in Fig. 6. The package consists of a container 1
seen in longitudinal section and as described in respect
of figs. 1 - 3b above. In the compartment of the container
there is provided a liquid 10 for and a hydrophilic-�coated
catheter 201. The catheter is formed of a catheter body
202 and a connector 203 attached to one end 204 (typ-
ically referred to the distal end) of the catheter body. At
the other end 205 (typically referred to as the proximal
end) of the catheter body there is provided an inlet open-
ing 206 which allows for fluid communication between
the inlet opening of the catheter body to outlet opening
207 provided at the distal end of the catheter body and
out through the connector 203.
�[0051] The connector 203 is formed as a hollow conical
element. The connector has an axial length, which allows
it to project out from the opening 7 of the container, while
still being contained in the compartment when the con-
tainer is closed. Thus, a user may easily grab the pro-
jecting part of the connector and pull the catheter out
from the container.

Claims

1. A package comprising a container (1;�100) defining
a compartment (11;�106) for containing a liquid (10)
and at least partly a catheter (115), said compart-
ment (11; �106) extending in a longitudinal direction
from a bottom (6;�102) of the container (1;�100) to-
wards an opening (7;�105) of the container (1; �100), �

- characterized in that a first section of the com-
partment (11;�106) has a cross-�sectional area
which is smaller than a cross- �sectional area of
a second section of the compartment (11 ; �106),
and

- where the first section is arranged between the
opening (7;�105) and the second section.

2. A package according to claim 1, containing a liquid
(10) wherein a sub-�compartment (13) of the com-
partment (11), defined by

- a plane, tangential to the smallest circumfer-
ence of the first section of the compartment and
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the compart-
ment (11), and
- the second section of the compartment (11),
has a volume which is larger than the volume of
the liquid contained in the compartment (11).

3. A package according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the
outer circumference of the container (1;�100) de-
creases in at least a part of the longitudinal direction.

4. A package according to claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the
container (1;�100) is elongated and has a dimension
which is larger in the longitudinal direction than the
diametrical dimension of any cross- �sectional area of
the container (1; �100).

5. A package according to claim 1, 2, 3 or 4, wherein
a third section of the compartment (11;�106) has a
cross- �sectional area which is larger than the cross-
sectional area of the first section, and that the third
section is arranged between the opening (7;�105) and
the first section.

6. A package according to claim 1, wherein the catheter
(201) comprises a distal end (204) and a proximal
end (205), and a connector (203) attached to the
distal end (204) of the catheter (201), and that the
outer circumference of at least a part of said connec-
tor (203) is larger than the circumference of at least
a part of the first section of the compartment (11).

7. A package according to claim 1 and 6, wherein the
connector (203), when placed in the compartment
(11) of the container (1), projects beyond the opening
(7) of the container (1).

8. A package according to claims 1, 6 or 7, wherein the
catheter is a telescopic catheter (115) comprising a
proximal section and a distal section, both sections
forming a part of a conduit and where the two sec-
tions are capable of being arranged in a collapsed
configuration and an expanded configuration where
the extent of the conduit in the collapsed configura-
tion is smaller than the extent of the conduit in the
expanded configuration.

9. A package according to any of the claims 1 - 8,
wherein at least one support member (1 07a,�b,�c, �d)
extending in a radial direction from the inner surface
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of the container (100) towards a support surface
(109a,�b, �c, �d) of the respective support member
(107a,�b, �c, �d) is arranged in at least a part of the sec-
ond section of the compartment (106).

10. A package according to claim 9, wherein at least
three support members (107a,�b,�c, �d) extends radially
from the inner surface of the container towards re-
spective support surfaces (1 09a,�b, �c,�d) and where
the respective support surfaces (1 09a, �b, �c,�d) and a
periphery distance between each neighboring sup-
port surface (109a,�b, �c, �d) defines a lumen (111) ex-
tending in the longitudinal direction.

11. A package according to claim 10, wherein the largest
of the periphery distances is smaller than the diam-
eter of the proximal section of the telescopic cathe-
ter.

Patentansprüche

1. Packung, die einen Behälter (1; 100) aufweist, der
ein Compartment (11; 106) zur Aufnahme einer Flüs-
sigkeit (10) und zur zumindest teilweisen Aufnahme
eines Katheters (115) vorgibt, wobei sich das Com-
partment (11; 106) in einer Längsrichtung von einem
Boden (6; 102) des Behälters (1; 100) zu einer Öff-
nung (7; 105) des Behälters (1; 100) erstreckt,�

- dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ein erster
Abschnitt des Compartments (11; 106) eine
Querschnittsfläche aufweist, die kleiner ist als
eine Querschnittsfläche eines zweiten Ab-
schnitts des Compartments (11; 106), und
- wobei der erste Abschnitt zwischen der Öff-
nung (7; 105) und dem zweiten Abschnitt ange-
ordnet ist.

2. Packung nach Anspruch 1, die eine Flüssigkeit (10)
enthält, wobei
ein Untercompartment (13) des Compartments (11)
vorgesehen ist, das vorgegeben ist durch

- eine Ebene tangential zum kleinsten Umfang
des ersten Abschnitts des Compartments und
parallel zur Längsachse des Compartments
(11),

und

- der zweite Abschnitt des Compartments (11)
ein Volumen besitzt, das größer ist als das Vo-
lumen der im Compartment (11) enthaltenen
Flüssigkeit.

3. Packung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei welcher der
Außenumfang des Behälters (1; 100) in zumindest

einem Teil der Längsrichtung abnimmt.

4. Packung nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, bei welcher der
Behälter (1; 100) länglich ist und eine Abmessung
besitzt, die in der Längsrichtung größer ist als die
diametrale Abmessung jeder Querschnittsfläche
des Behälters (1; 100).

5. Packung nach Anspruch 1, 2, 3 oder 4, bei der ein
dritter Abschnitt des Compartments (11; 106) eine
Querschnittsfläche besitzt, die größer ist als die
Querschnittsfläche des ersten Abschnitts, und bei
welcher der dritte Abschnitt zwischen der Öffnung
(7; 105) und dem ersten Abschnitt angeordnet ist.

6. Packung nach Anspruch 1, bei welcher der Katheter
(201) ein distales Ende (204) und ein proximales En-
de (205) sowie einen Anschluss (203) aufweist, der
am distalen Ende (204) des Katheters (201) ange-
bracht ist, und bei welcher der Außenumfang zumin-
dest eines Teils des Anschlusses (203) größer ist
als der Umfang mindestens eines Teils des ersten
Abschnitts des Compartments (11).

7. Packung nach Anspruch 1 und 6, bei welcher der
Anschluss (203), wenn er im Compartment (11) des
Behälters (1) angeordnet ist, über die Öffnung (7)
des Behälters (1) hinausragt.

8. Packung nach den Ansprüchen 1, 6 oder 7, bei wel-
cher der Katheter ein teleskopischer Katheter (115)
ist, der einen proximalen Abschnitt und einen dista-
len Abschnitt aufweist, wobei die beiden Abschnitte
einen Teil einer Leitung bilden und wobei die beiden
Abschnitte in einer zusammengeschobenen Anord-
nung und in einer auseinandergezogenen Anord-
nung angeordnet werden können, wobei die Aus-
dehnung der Leitung in zusammengeschobener An-
ordnung kleiner ist als die Ausdehnung der Leitung
in auseinandergezogenem Zustand.

9. Packung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, bei der
mindestens ein Stützelement (107 a, b, c, d), das
sich in einer radialen Richtung von der Innenober-
fläche des Behälters (100) zu einer Stützfläche (109
a, b, c, d) des entsprechenden Stützelements (107
a, b, c, d) erstreckt, in mindestens einem Teil des
zweiten Abschnitts des Compartments (106) ange-
ordnet ist.

10. Packung nach Anspruch 9, bei der sich mindestens
drei Stützelemente (107 a, b, c, d) radial von der
Innenoberfläche des Behälters zu den entsprechen-
den Stützflächen (109 a, b, c, d) erstrecken und bei
der die entsprechenden Stützflächen (109 a, b, c, d)
und ein Umfangsabstand zwischen jeder benach-
barten Stützfläche (109 a, b, c, d) ein Lumen (111)
vorgeben, das sich in Längsrichtung erstreckt.
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11. Packung nach Anspruch 10, bei welcher der größte
der Umfangsabstände kleiner ist als der Durchmes-
ser des proximalen Abschnitts des teleskopischen
Katheters.

Revendications

1. Conditionnement comprenant un récipient (1 ; 100)
définissant un compartiment (11 ; 106) destiné à
contenir un liquide (10) et au moins en partie un ca-
théter (115), ledit compartiment (11 ; 106) s’étendant
dans une direction longitudinale depuis une portion
formant fond (6; 102) du récipient jusqu’à une ouver-
ture (7 ; 105) du récipient (1 ; 100),�

- caractérisé en ce qu’ une première portion du
compartiment (11 ; 106) présente une section
transversale qui est plus petite que la section
transversale d’une deuxième portion du com-
partiment (11 ; 106) et
- dans lequel la première portion est disposée
entre l’ouverture (7 ; 105) et la deuxième portion.

2. Conditionnement selon la revendication 1, conte-
nant un liquide (10), dans lequel un sous-�comparti-
ment (13) du compartiment (11), défini par

- un plan, tangentiel à la plus petite circonféren-
ce de la première portion du compartiment et
parallèle à l’axe longitudinal du compartiment
(11) et
- la deuxième portion du compartiment (11), a
un volume qui est plus important que le volume
du liquide se trouvant dans le compartiment
(11).

3. Conditionnement selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans
lequel la circonférence extérieure du récipient (1 ;
100) diminue dans au moins une partie de la direction
longitudinale.

4. Conditionnement selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3,
dans lequel le récipient (1 ; 100) présente une forme
oblongue et a une dimension qui est plus importante
dans le sens longitudinal que dans le sens diamétral
au niveau de toute section transversale du récipient
(1 ; 100).

5. Conditionnement selon la revendication 1, 2, 3 ou 4,
dans lequel une troisième portion du compartiment
(11; 106) présente une section transversale qui est
plus importante que la section transversale de la pre-
mière portion et en ce que la troisième portion est
disposée entre l’ouverture (7 ; 105) et la première
portion.

6. Conditionnement selon la revendication 1, dans le-

quel le cathéter (201) comprend une extrémité éloi-
gnée (204) et une extrémité proche (205) et un rac-
cord (203) fixé sur l’extrémité éloignée (204) du ca-
théter (201) et caractérisé en ce que  la circonfé-
rence extérieure d’au moins une partie dudit raccord
(203) est plus grande que la circonférence d’au
moins une partie de la première portion du compar-
timent (11).

7. Conditionnement selon les revendications 1 et 6,
dans lequel le raccord (203), lorsqu’il est mis en pla-
ce dans le compartiment (11à du récipient (1) fait
saillie au-�delà de l’ouverture (7) du récipient (1).

8. Conditionnement selon les revendications 1, 6 ou 7,
dans lequel le cathéter est un cathéter télescopique
(115) comprenant une portion proche et une portion
éloignée, les deux portions constituant une partie
d’un conduit et dans lequel les deux portions sont à
mêmes d’être placées dans une position rentrée et
dans une position déployée, l’étendue du conduit
dans la position rentrée étant en l’occurrence plus
réduite que l’étendue du conduit dans la position dé-
ployée.

9. Conditionnement selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 8, dans lequel au moins un élément de
support (107a, b, c, d) s’étendant dans le plan radial
de la surface intérieure du récipient (100) vers la
surface de support (109a, b, c, d) de l’élément de
support respectif 107a, b, c, d) est disposé dans au
moins une partie de la deuxième portion du compar-
timent (106).

10. Conditionnement selon la revendication 9, dans le-
quel au moins trois éléments de support (107a, b, c,
d) s’étendent dans le plan radial de la surface inté-
rieur du récipient vers les surfaces de support res-
pectives (109a, b, c, d) et dans lequel les surfaces
de support respectives (109a, b, c, d) et la distance
périphérique entre chaque surface de support voisi-
ne (109a, b, c, d) définit un orifice intérieur tubulaire
(111) s’étendant dans la direction longitudinale.

11. Conditionnement selon la revendication 10, dans le-
quel la plus grande des distances périphériques est
plus petite que le diamètre de la portion proche du
cathéter télescopique.
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